
Billboard2Go
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C A  - Base Cover
B  - Base (water tank)
C  - Connecting Pole
D  - Graphic Bar
E  - Mast Pole
F  - Pole Base
G - Cap
H - Bolt
I - Hook
J - Spring

A. Assemble the Frame

Before Beginning:  Please remove all the plastic rings from the graphic bars  (D).  For easier assembly the graphic 
is sleeved and does not require the rings.  Note: The metal rings on the bottom graphic bars stay on the bar. 

B.  Attach the Graphic
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Place the two water tanks (B) in 
desired location and fill with water.

Place the pole base (F) into the water 
tank and secure the pole base (F) with 
the cap (G). Repeat on other side.

Place the shorter connecting 
poles (C) between the bases.

Secure the connecting poles (C) by 
placing the cover (A) over the end of 
the poles and tighten with the bolt (H).

Place a graphic bar (D) through the slit in the top and 
bottom sleeve on the graphic.

Place both hooks (I) over the top bar. Attach the graphic bar (D) by placing 
hook (I) through the slot on the graphic.

Adjust the graphic height by 
releasing the tightening mechanisms 
and extending the mast poles (E).

Attach one end of the spring (J) into 
the base and clip the other end onto 
the metal ring on the graphic bar (D).

Note:  Readjust the graphic height to 
tighten or loosen the graphic.

Insert the mast poles (E) in the base. Place the long connecting bar (C) across 
the top, connecting both mast poles.

K - Ring (not needed)
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Note:  The metal rings on the bottom 
graphic bars (D) stay on the bar and 
fit within the slot in the graphic.

SPECIAL DIRECTIONS FOR 66.5” GRAPHICS: 
Before constructing graphic bar (D), remove one of 
the end caps and set aside. Carefully cut the bungee 
cord at both joints with a pair of scissors. Use the  
middle piece and one of the end pieces to 
re-construct a shorter graphic bar. Place the end cap 
in the open end.  


